LifeSphere EasyDocs
Unifying Clinical Operations and Regulatory Affairs

For many life sciences companies involved in clinical trials and regulatory submission tracking, the ability to maintain and manage all regulated content and workflows across multiple systems is a significant and costly challenge. Disparate, standalone clinical operations (CTMS) and regulatory affairs (RIMS and Publishing) systems create unnecessary duplication of documents & master data, making the ‘single source of truth’ very difficult to provide.

Powered by Nava®
Industry-Leading Automation
ArisGlobal's proprietary cognitive engine, Nava, is woven into the fiber of LifeSphere, extending across our portfolio of solutions to automate repetitive manual tasks and assist human decision-making. Nava enables clients to reduce cycle times, improve quality & provide cost efficiencies.

Providing a Single Platform Unified with the LifeSphere Regulatory and LifeSphere Clinical Suite of Products

- Simplifying and Streamlining the User Experience
- Delivering Insights for Faster Decision Making
- Providing Full Interoperability Every Step of the Way
- Easy Implementation, Higher Security & Availability

Delivering Results to 250+ Global Clients
30 Years as a Leader in Life Sciences Technology
80% of the Top 50 Global Pharma as Customers
100% Compliance with Global Regulations
LifeSphere EasyDocs

With LifeSphere EasyDocs, both clinical and regulatory documents can be used across domains without having to store multiple copies. Each has access to the latest documents and versions, allowing for more accurate and streamlined processes.

Simplifying and Streamlining the User Experience

LifeSphere EasyDocs is platform- and browser-agnostic and a modern, mobile-enabled user interface ensures the continuity of business processes. Users benefit from standard, out-of-the-box document management capabilities for various document types with configurable business workflow processes spanning regulatory document authoring (collaborative and structured), dossier management (eCTD), electronic master file (eTMF), site initiation packages, and more. The ability to configure cross-functional workflows and manage all documents within a single repository significantly increases user productivity and efficiency, while automated steps within the workflow process reduce cycle times.

Delivering Insights for Faster Decision Making

LifeSphere EasyDocs empowers managers with configurable dashboards and reporting capabilities that help in making informed decisions and providing greater business insight.

Providing Full Interoperability Every Step of the Way

The solution is built on the SOA architectural principles and offers a highly interoperable API library to give companies full flexibility to integrate with third-party systems of their choice.

Easy Implementation, Higher Security & Availability

Offered as the standard deployment of ArisGlobal’s solutions, multi-tenant Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) capabilities provide a compliant, secure, pre-validated platform that insulates against changing regulations, upgrade and maintenance costs.

About ArisGlobal

ArisGlobal is the visionary technology company that’s transforming the way today’s most successful Life Sciences companies develop breakthroughs and bring new products to market. Our end-to-end life sciences platform, LifeSphere®, integrates our proprietary Nava® cognitive computing engine to automate all core drug development functions. Designed with a long-term perspective that spans more than 30 years, LifeSphere® boosts efficiency, ensures compliance, delivers actionable insights, and lowers total cost of ownership through multi-tenant architecture.

Headquartered in the United States, ArisGlobal has regional offices in Europe, India, Japan and China.
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